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TAX ADVICE IN THIS COMMUNICATION IS NOT 
INTENDED OR WRITTEN BY EQUIFAX WORKFORCE 
SOLUTIONS TO BE USED, AND CANNOT BE USED, 
BY A CLIENT OR ANY OTHER PERSON OR ENTITY 
FOR THE PURPOSE OF:

I. AVOIDING PENALTIES THAT MAY BE IMPOSED ON ANY 
TAXPAYER

II. PROMOTING, MARKETING OR RECOMMENDING TO 
ANOTHER PARTY ANY MATTERS ADDRESSED HEREIN.

NOTICE
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Agenda
Intra-State Employment Overview

State Unemployment Sourcing

SUI Challenges: Out of State Wages

State Income Tax Withholding

Government Enforcement

Summary

Questions and Answers
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INTRA-STATE EMPLOYMENT 
ISSUE OVERVIEW
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The United States consists of 53 jurisdictions
 Includes Washington D.C, Puerto Rico, Virgin Islands

Employees operate across jurisdictions; such as:
 Salesmen whose territory includes NY, NJ, and MD
 Executive who travels between headquarters in 

California and New York

Each jurisdiction wants its fair share of:
 State Unemployment Insurance taxes (“SUI”)
 State income tax withholdings (“SIT”)

What causes these issues?
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Sourcing: The state where wages are to be reported 
for SUI and SIT purposes

Carefully review requirements for sourcing 
employees to the proper jurisdiction for:
 SUI
 SIT

Develop policies and procedures that materially 
conform to the laws to prevent:
 Penalties
 Interest
 Tax overpayments

What does this mean for employers?
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STATE UNEMPLOYMENT 
SOURCING
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Uniform Definition 
 developed in 1950 by US Department of Labor
 Hierarchical, four-part test

Intent:  Prevent duplicative taxes on 
employment of a single employee.

Reciprocal Agreements:  Ensure continuity of 
coverage for employees who work successively 
in more than one state.

Standard Test to Determine Coverage
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(2) The term "employment" shall include an individual's entire service, 
performed within, or both within and without, this state if the service is 
localized in this state. Service shall be deemed to be localized within a 
state if:
(A) the service is performed entirely within such state; or
(B) the service is performed entirely within and without such state but the service 

performed without such state is incidental to the individual's service within the 
state; for example, is temporary or transitory in nature or consists of isolated 
transactions.

(3) The term ‘employment’ shall include an individual's entire service, 
performed within, or both within and without, this state if the service is not 
localized in any state but some of the service is performed within this state 
and
(A) the individual's base of operations is in this state; or
(B) if there is no base of operations, then the place from which such service is directed 

or controlled is in this state; or
(C) the individual's base of operations or place from which such service is directed 

or controlled is not in any state in which some part of the service is performed, 
but the individual's residence is in this state.

Coverage – Four-Part Test
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All services performed
in one state.

Unemployment wages
and taxes reported to this
state.

Coverage Test – 1. Localization
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Work is localized within a state if it is performed entirely within the state.

Work performed partly within and partly without the state is also considered 
localized if the work performed outside the state is incidental to the work 
performed within the state
 I.E., the work performed outside the state is temporary or transitory in nature, or it 

consists of isolated transactions.  

Example 1.  Carter is an employee whose regular services are performed 
in Pennsylvania.  He occasionally visits clients located in New York.  Since 
Carter's services in New York are incidental to the services in Pennsylvania, 
the services are localized in Pennsylvania, which has jurisdiction.

Example 2.  Mary regularly works in Kansas.  She is sent to Florida for one 
month on special assignment.  The services in Florida are incidental to the 
principal services in Kansas, and the transaction in Florida is merely 
temporary or transitory.  The work is localized in Kansas.  

Localization of Services
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Services performed in
more than one state,

Including state in which
employee has base of
operations.

Coverage Test – 2. Base of Operations

Base of 
Operations
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“Base of operations” (“Base”)  means the place or fixed center of more or 
less permanent nature from which the worksite employee works; factors 
include:
 The state to which the employee customarily reports (or starts work in) or 
 The state to which the employee customarily returns (or ends work in)
 The state from which the employee receives instructions.
 The state where the employee has mail, supplies, and equipment sent
 The state where the worksite employee maintains business records.

The employee must also performs some services in the state in which the 
Base is located to be localized to that state.

Example 1.  Eastern Co.  employs Melissa, who travels throughout several 
eastern states, including New York where the company is a covered 
employer.  The services performed in the other states are as important as 
those performed in New York.  Eastern maintains an office in New York 
where Melissa reports when she is in the state and where she keeps 
records and receives instructions.  The base of operations is in New York.  
Contributions on Melissa's entire wages for services no matter where 
performed are to be paid to New York.  

Base of Operations
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Coverage Test – 3. Direction & Control

Direction & 
Control

Base of 
Operations

Services performed in
more than one state,

But not in state in which
employee has base of
operations, or employee
has no base of operations.
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To source to the state which contains the place of direction and 
control, some work must be performed within that state

Be Careful: There is no direct relationship between the base of 
operations and the place of direction and control.
 The base of operations refers to a worker's base; 
 The place of direction and control is usually where the employer (or its 

representative) that controls or has the right to control the individual's work 
is located. 

– It is the place of immediate control and not the place of ultimate control that is 
significant.  

Example 1.  A sales rep residing in Ohio works for a client whose 
factory and selling office are in Chicago, IL.  The sales rep's territory 
consists of Kentucky, Arkansas, Oklahoma, Illinois, and Missouri.  
The sales rep does not report to, start from, or return to the Chicago 
office or his residence in Ohio.  Control is centered in the Illinois 
sales office, and part of the work is done in Illinois.  This employee 
would not have a base of operations, but would be subject to Illinois 
law under the place of direction and control test.  

Place of Direction and Control
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Services performed in
more than one state,

But not in state in which
employee has base of
operations or from which
direction and control is
provided.

Coverage Test – 4. Residence

Direction & 
Control

Base of 
Operations

State of 
Residence
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Some work must be performed within the the 
resident state

Example 1.  Tom works for Blank Co. of Ohio.  His 
services are directed and controlled from an Ohio 
branch office.  None of his work is performed in 
Ohio.  He lives in Indiana and his territory is Indiana 
and Illinois.  Since neither the base of operations 
nor the place from which his work is directed and 
controlled is in the state where he performs 
services, the correct allocation would be to Indiana 
since part of his service is performed in Indiana and 
his residence is in Indiana.

Residence
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What are isolated or temporary transactions?
 UIPL 20-04 – “Because of the wide variation of facts in each 

particular situation, no fixed length of time can be used as a 
yardstick in determining whether the service is incidental or not.”

What constitutes a “base of operations”?
 UIPL 20-04 – “…place, or fixed center of more or less 

permanent nature, from which the individual starts work and to 
which the individual customarily returns in order to receive 
instructions from the employer, or communications from 
customers or other persons, or to replenish stocks and 
materials, to repair equipment, or to perform any other functions 
necessary to exercise the individual’s trade or profession at 
some other point or points.”

Cover Tests – Other Issues
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Direction & Control
 Must perform some services in this state.
 Must be place of immediate direction & control; not necessarily 

corporate office.

Reciprocal Agreements
 Services localized in more than one state.
 Five states (Alaska, Kentucky, Mississippi, New Jersey, and 

New York) plus Puerto Rico do not participate.
 Requirement formal agreement between three (and sometimes 

four) parties – both states and employer (and possibly affected 
employees).

Cover Tests – Other Issues
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Forty-five states participate in reciprocal arrangements that allow 
employers to choose the state of coverage.
 The states that do not participate are Alaska, Kentucky, Mississippi, New 

Jersey, and New York, plus Puerto Rico. 

Under the arrangement, the employer is permitted to elect to cover 
all services of a worker in any state in which:
 (1) any part of the worker's service is performed; or 
 (2) the worker has his or her residence; or 
 (3) the employer maintains a place of business.

These states accept and pay contributions on each other's behalf to 
ensure that interstate employees are not covered by more than one 
state's law and that the employees' rights to benefits are protected

These types of arrangements are rare, unlike SIT reciprocal 
agreements which will be discussed in the next section

Reciprocal Agreements
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Delayed unemployment benefits for the separated 
employee

Amendments of prior SUI returns for multiple states 

Penalty and interest assessments

SUI tax rate increases
 I.E., a penalty rate or rate revision

Risk from misreporting
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SUI CHALLENGES:
OUT-OF-STATE WAGES
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Overview
Employers often have a need to transfer or relocate employees from one 
taxing jurisdiction to another (e.g., a state-to-state transfer).
Most states allow employers to take credit for wages paid to another state up 
to that state’s annual taxable wage base.
Permanent change in the SUI sourcing state.
Transfer within the same legal entity.
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Common Trigger Events

Headquarter move
 Consolidation of locations
 Post M&A integration

Expansion/Growth 
 New factory
 New office facility

Employee movements
 Promotions
 Relocations
 Other job changes

Telecommuting (work-from-home policy)
 Implementation
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General definition of wages and employer and 
exceptions to general rule (LA, MN, ??)

Updated SUI reporting systems may 
“automatically” calculate taxable wages
 Assessments, adjustments, refunds (MA)
 Some states applying “permanent move” requirement.

EWS, industry organizations, and other large 
employers are addressing these issues with 
USDOL.

Reporting Treatment
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Out-of-State Wage Credit Chart
State Potential Issues with Out-of-State Wage Credits

AL, CA, FL, IA, KS, MO, 
UT, WI

File size limitations; may need to process off-line or follow up with 
the state to obtain OOS wage credits.

AZ, CO, ID, ND, WY Future enhancements may not take into consideration OOS wages.

AR
AR will not accept OOS wage credits unless there has been a 
permanent move.  Must report total OOS wages for all employees 
and all other states.

IL Now requires monthly SUI reporting; this may or may not impact 
OOS wage credits.

LA, MN, MT Do not allow OOS wage credits.

FL, IA, MA, NM, WA Must file a separate refund application or detailed employee listing 
and previous  state worked.  

MI, NM, SC, WV

UI system does not incorporate an OOS wage credit so employers 
must take additional action to obtain an OOS wage credit (e.g., a 
list of OOS workers); NM has indicated that they will not process 
OOS wage claims after 30 days of the due date of the quarterly 
return.
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Permanent state relocations and transfers within the same legal entity (i.e., 
the SUI sourcing state has changed)

Taxable wages sourced in one state can be used in meeting the wage base 
of another state

Upgraded SUI Reporting Systems.  
 Often do not provide the ability to obtain credit for wages paid to another state
 Creates discrepancy between state and employer calculations
 Certain states require employers to remit the entire UI tax due and subsequently report out-

of-state wages to obtain a refund of the overpaid UI tax
 Certain states (i.e., LA and MN) will not give credit for wages paid to another state

Most states allow refund claims from three to five years after the initial filing 
and payment of tax

SUI Wage Base Limit Carryovers
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STATE INCOME TAX
WITHHOLDING

28
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General Rule – withhold in state in which 
services are performed for both residents and 
non-residents.

Exceptions:
 Minimum thresholds (number of days, amount or percentage of 

earnings) 
 Reciprocal agreements
 States without an income tax

Other Issues:
 Courtesy withholding (nexus or no nexus)
 Allocation of wages to multiple work states
 Partial withholding exemptions

State Income Tax Withholding
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Reciprocal Agreement: A reciprocal agreement requires the 
employer, if the employer has “nexus,” to withhold only for the 
Resident-State, as opposed to the Work-State.  If the worksite 
employee works in more than one Work-State, each Work-State 
must be examined to determine if a reciprocal agreement is in place 
for each.

Nexus: The worksite employee's Resident-State may need to be 
considered for income tax withholding even if the worksite employee 
doesn't work there.  If an employer has a business connection, also 
referred to as "nexus," with the Resident-State, then the staffing firm 
is subject to the laws of that state even if the worksite employee 
doesn't work there.  An employer is deemed to have nexus in any 
state in which it has any employee performing services.

A worksite employee may still have a personal income tax liability 
for the Resident-State on wages earned by virtue of being a 
resident of that state.

Other Considerations
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No Income Tax System in Work-State.  If a worksite employee’s Work-State does not 
have an income tax, the employer may be required to withhold income tax for an 
employee’s Resident-State, only if the employer has nexus with the Resident-State.   

Earnings in Multiple Work-States.  If the worksite employee has multiple Work-States 
that do not have reciprocity with the employee's Resident-State, then the amount of wages 
earned during the year in each state must be separately examined.  The first step is to split
the wages by Work-State, including any wages earned in the Resident-State, which may 
be determined by the number of hours worked for an hourly employee or days worked for 
a salaried employee.  Since the staffing firm will have nexus in each of the Work-States, it 
will be required to withhold income tax from the wages earned within each of the Work-
States, assuming each Work-State has an income tax.  In addition, if the staffing firm has 
nexus in the employee's Resident-State, it may need to consider withholding for the 
Resident-State as well.  This can occur when the Work-State doesn’t have an income tax, 
has a reciprocal agreement in place, or the employee works in the Resident-State.   

Partial Withholding Exemptions.  Certain Resident-States require income tax 
withholding on wages earned in another state, but allow a credit for the Work-State’s 
withholding up to the amount of withholding that would have been calculated if earned in 
the Resident-State.  In these situations, the staffing firm must first calculate and withhold 
the Work-State’s income tax.  Then the employer must calculate the Resident-State 
income tax on the same wages and, if the Resident-State tax is greater, withhold an 
amount equal to the difference between the Resident-State income tax and the Work-State 
income tax and remit this difference to the Resident-State.  If the Resident-State tax is less 
than the Work-State tax, no Resident-State tax need be withheld.

Other Considerations
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GOVERNMENT ENFORCEMENT
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Questionable Employment Tax Practice Program

A nationwide collaborative program between:
 IRS
 NASWA (National Association of State Workforce Agencies)
 State departments of revenue

QETP seeks to identify employment tax schemes and 
illegal practices to increase voluntary compliance with 
employment tax rules and regulations.  The program:
 Permits the sharing of information between the agencies, including 

exchanging audit reports and plans. 
 Increases compliance with federal and state employment tax filings and 

payments. 
 Enhances efforts to reduce the tax gap at the federal and state levels. 
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For more information please contact:

Scott Bankert
Account Executive, Employment Tax Services
Equifax Workforce Solutions
Phone: 314-684-2075
Cell: 614-893-7467
Scott.Bankert@equifax.com

Questions and Answers
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